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Introduction

In my language

every time we suddenly fall silent

a policeman is born.

In my language

on the back of each frightened bicycle

sit three thousand dead words.

In my language

people murmur confessions,

dress in black whispers,

are buried

in silence.

My language is silence.

Who will translate my silence?

How am I to cross this border?

Mohsen Emadi, from the poem - In Memory

of Khavaran –

Beginnings

In the country where my history was made, countless people are classified as

kaffir, the term that South African media services refer to as the “k-word”. It

comes from the Arabic word for “infidel” or “unbeliever”. The original mean-

ing is “the one who hides the truth” and serves as a mark of identification

used by the Iranian regime to humiliate, stigmatise and denounce its oppo-

nents. Thousands of people marked as kaffir were tortured and killed during

the mass executions of communists, and religious and ethnic minorities be-

tween 1981 and 1989.The number of dead is still unclear today. In South Africa,

the term implies a different complexity of memories of humiliation and pain.

With the beginning of colonialism, it was taken from the Arabic language
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for officials of the Dutch East India Company to verbally categorise those en-

slaved, who they promised to “uplift” from slave to servant, if they would serve

as warders and guardsmen to keep the slaves in their determined order and

daily rhythm that was defined by forced labour and physical punishment in

its most violent forms.1 In such a way, officials of the Company distinguished

between slave and kaffir. During segregation and apartheid, it would not only

brand a person’s beliefs or potential resistance against colonial rule and later

against the apartheid regime, but it particularly targeted the flesh, so as to

underline and celebrate the constructed hierarchy and classification of hu-

man bodies, always reminding the black majority of the population, that the

power to humiliate was handed over to every single person that was referred

to by the government as white.

In February 2012, in Woodstock, Cape Town, a man whose name I unfor-

tunately do not know, around the age of 45, was shivering and walking down

Nerina Street. At first glance, I felt that he was frightened. Hesitantly, I asked

him if everything was ok. He looked at me, still distressed or perhaps some-

how shocked and said: “I am not a kaffir. You understand? I am not a kaffir.”

I asked him what had happened. He explained: “I had a job as a gardener in

Woodstock. The landlady just fired me today and let me know that I have to

leave. Without any reason….without aaaaany reason. But I am not a kaffir. Do

you understand? I am not a kaffir.” He was not asking me for any help. While

shedding tears, he walked away, towards Woodstock Main road.

In April 2008, I was standing in front of a university seminar class in

Berlin, giving a presentation on Walter Benjamin and the relation of his es-

say, Critique of Violence2 with the South African negotiated revolution, when

my lecturer became more and more nervous about the content of my pre-

sentation. In fact, I had put together fragments of a narrative and discourse

that celebrates the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC), the element

of forgiveness during the negotiations, and of course, the beginning of multi-

culturalism. After my presentation, the lecturer made a very clear statement

about how she could see a serious lack of understanding and a deep ignorance

frommy side,which in her view, emerges from a specific dominant discourse.

1 Cf. for example: Shell, Robert; Shell, Sandra and Kamedien, Mogamat (eds.): Bibliogra-

phies of Bondage. Cape Town 2007: p.viii; Crais, Clifton:White Supremacy and Black Resis-

tance in Pre-Industrial South Africa – The Making of the Colonial Order in the Eastern Cape,

1770-1865. Cambridge 1992: p.32.

2 Benjamin, Walter: Critique of Violence / Zur Kritik der Gewalt. In: Walter Benjamin – Ge-

sammelte Schriften. Frankfurt a.M. (first published in 1921).
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Even though these were not literally her words, I realised that I might have

readWalter Benjamin,Michel Foucault and Giorgio Agamben in order to pass

the course, but that it was a superficial reading paired with ignorance.When I

saw her passion and commitment to question what it means to, in her words,

“read history against the grain”, I went home, thinking about my arrogance of

planning an exchange semester in a South African University, without even

considering to get in touch with academic texts, novels, poetry or art work

that speak outside of narratives, which do not fit into the specific dominant

discourse that the lecturer was criticising.

I began to think about silences. What is it that gets silenced in the nar-

rative that markets the new Rainbow-Nation, the concept provided by govern-

mental institutions and differentmedia in South Africa and abroad?What did

I silence in my short presentation? What “facts” about South Africa’s transi-

tion had I read and seen before that day in the seminar?The answer to the last

question fails briefly. I had read NelsonMandela’s LongWalk to Freedom3; Coun-

try of my Skull, Antje Krog’s book about her witnessing the TRC in its actual

time period4, and had seen Frances Reid’s documentary film about the TRC5.

What I would like to call the “Rainbow-Nation discourse”, as Zimitri Erasmus

and Edgar Pieterse already did in 19996, reproduced itself through my pre-

sentation in the implied seminar. Articles about and interviews with liberal-

democratic Iranian political analysts like Akbar Ganji and Masoud Behnoud,

added to the narrative of a successful negotiated revolution in South Africa

that would have ended with bloody revenges and civil war, were it not for the

selflessness of Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Nelson Mandela and other mem-

bers of the African National Congress (ANC) in particular, who intervened

and asked the population to forgive the apartheid government and move for-

ward.7 Since 1998, when a serious reformist approach developed in between

Iranian opposition forces inside Iran and in exile, influenced by the election

campaign of Mohammad Reza Khatami and his ministry candidates, the ne-

gotiated revolution of the South African context became utilised by Ganji,

3 Mandela, Nelson: LongWalk to Freedom. Boston 1994.

4 Krog, Antje: Country of my Skull. New York 1999.

5 Reid, Frances: Long Night’s Journey into Day. Australia 2000.

6 Erasmus, Zimitri and Pieterse, Edgar: Conceptualising Coloured Identities in the Western

Cape Province of South Africa. In: Palmerg, Mai (eds.): National Identity and Democracy in

Africa. Uppsala 1999: pp.171-172.

7 Cf. Ganji, Akbar: Interview title: Liberty and Democracy. Voice of America – Persian sec-

tion. June 18, 2006.
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Behnoud, and other opposition members to rationalise and implement a dis-

course of forgiveness, negotiations, free elections, and a liberal parliamentar-

ian democratic system.8 This specific narrative does not only repeat the offi-

cial one of the ANC after the negotiations, but it also celebrates the transition

from apartheid to liberal-democracy as a cornerstone in human history.

I am pointing to this discourse and its production and reproduction, as it

envisions the main starting point for me to think about silences.

The reaction of the lecturer in that seminar was the first wind that shook

my reading of the South African transition in that time. The second long-

lasting wind started blowing, when I finally arrived in South Africa, to study

in the small university town of Stellenbosch. Starting from the Coca-Cola signs

all over Khayelitsha township that I encountered on the way from the airport

to Stellenbosch, I began trying to put together a perpetual puzzle. Walking

on the one-and-a-half-kilometre long road that leads from Stellenbosch to

Kayamandi township, intensified my thinking about the architecture of space

and constructions of land and city scape that create division. Encountering

the narratives produced in museums and memorial sites that I was able to

visit - some in the Western Cape, and some in other provinces such as the

Eastern Cape, KwaZulu Natal, and Gauteng - questions of silence and power

reappeared and started their journey through my mind that eventually led to

this work. Whereas Western mediatic framings of my country, Iran, but also

of most other Middle Eastern countries, would predominantly highlight state

violence and oppression, South Africa’s path from apartheid state violence

to democracy had become a permanent mediatic event that celebrates the

country’s transition as an example for liberal-democracy as the one and only

political concept in which people could live “freely”.

Impressions

Part of the journey that led to this book were the works of South African schol-

ars, writers and political activists that continue unremittingly to point to dif-

ferent silences and to a specific relation of violence that entails concepts of

superiority versus inferiority based on the hierarchisation of human bodies

8 Cf. Ganji, Akbar: Cooperationwith anOppressive Regime? Article inGooyaNews (first pub-

lished in Radio Zamaneh Website): http://news.gooya.com/politics/archives/2013/03/

156947.php. June 17, 2013.

http://news.gooya.com/politics/archives/2013/03/156947.php.
http://news.gooya.com/politics/archives/2013/03/156947.php.
http://news.gooya.com/politics/archives/2013/03/156947.php.
http://news.gooya.com/politics/archives/2013/03/156947.php.
http://news.gooya.com/politics/archives/2013/03/156947.php.
http://news.gooya.com/politics/archives/2013/03/156947.php.
http://news.gooya.com/politics/archives/2013/03/156947.php.
http://news.gooya.com/politics/archives/2013/03/156947.php.
http://news.gooya.com/politics/archives/2013/03/156947.php.
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and with it, a classification of social groups into more or less valuable. In this

part of the introduction I would like to honour these works and draw a mind-

map of the way they became relevant to this book.

While staying away from a comparison of levels of violence or from a de-

termination of any artificial hierarchy of catastrophe and trauma, I draw from

Premesh Lalu when he asks the question of the continuation of the modes

of evidence of the colonial archive and the ways in which “the nagging re-

silience of racial formation, not as mere ideological formations but as deeply

entrenched cultural effects and formations in South Africa”9 has been ad-

dressed by scholars and writers. He points to apartheid as the incarnation

of colonialism and the functions of the colonial archive that remain unques-

tioned in many spheres of knowledge production up until now in present-

day South Africa.10 Ashwin Desai’s book on the Abahlali baseMjondolo shack

dwellers movement in the province of KwaZulu Natal, titled We are the poors,

deals with themarginalisation, attempted isolation, and systematic criminal-

isation of the active shack dwellers and their families. It delves into how the

shack dwellers see themselves, how they express what they struggle for, and

how they see their struggle related to the past, present and future.11 The book

helped me to formulate questions, but also to understand urban development

and planning as part of a project that is as much economic as it is political.

Anna Selmeczi’s work that focuses on that same movement, made the rela-

tions between shack dwellers and neoliberal urban planning clearer.12 Related

to Desai’s analysis of segregated city spaces and their links to forced eviction

and criminalisation is Heidi Grunebaum’s and Yazir Henry’s work. They, to

put it in Henry’s own words, choose to “objectify” themselves rather than to

look at others as subjects of research and analysis,13 when they write about

the ways in which everyday life in Cape Town is corroded by the duality of

unquestioned privileged life and a huge lower class that is obliged to live in

9 Lalu, Premesh: The Deaths of Hintsa. Postapartheid South Africa and the Shape of Recurring

Pasts. Cape Town 2009: p.191.

10 Ibid.

11 Desai, Ashwin: We are the Poors – Community Struggles in Post-apartheid Soutrh Africa.

New York 2002.

12 Selmeczi, Anna: Abahlali's vocal politics of proximity: speaking, suffering and political sub-

jectivization. in: Journal of Asian and African Studies. October 2012, Vol. 47, Issue 5.

13 Henry, Yazir: The Ethics andMorality ofWitnessing–On the Politics of Antje Krog’s Country of

My Skull. Conference: Ethnographic Approaches to Transitional Scenarios: Perspectives from

the Global South. Organised by Rechtskulturen.
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the apartheid-created and postapartheid-perpetuated townships of the Cape

Flats. The mountain that separates the middle and upper classes from the

majority of the city’s inhabitants in the townships, they use as a metaphor

that emphasises how physical segregation and exclusion are actually consti-

tuted. Going beyond a mere personal reading, inWhere the Mountain Meets Its

Shadows, Gruenbaum’s and Henry’s conversation reflects on the relationship

of race-concepts with social and political exclusion. Further to this, they zoom

in on the role constructed city spaces play in the locating of “the Other” in de-

termined possibilities of interaction and movement.14 Not unrelated to this

understanding and to the structural analysis of city spaces, is Grunebaum’s

critique of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission that evolved out of her long-

term research and engagement with dominant narratives on the one hand,

and the narratives silenced, on the other hand. Here, she focuses on how

knowledge was produced through a specific conceptualisation of “truth” and

“reconciliation” and how these concepts were distributed through the Com-

mission.15 Sarah Nuttall, Carli Cotzee, Njabulo Ndebele and others add to the

analytical critique of the commission and of the creation of dominant narra-

tives.16 Reading these critiques was important for the whole discussion on the

relation between those dominant narratives and the silences they construct.

Whatever politicians in South Africa, national and international media, and

the so-called “International Community” portrayed as a righteous step to-

wards the desired Rainbow Nation and what I therefore could not properly

locate in the discussion on political transition in South Africa, was turned

upside down through my own observation but also through the engagement

with these texts. This brought the possibility to set discursive silence as the

starting point of my own work, while deliberating its functions throughout

the whole process.

Amongst others, Nick Shepherd, Noeleen Murray, Martin Hall, Steven

Robins and Matthew Barac write about the space and architecture of the

township and how the “landscape of apartheid” still characterises South

14 Grunebaum, Heidi and Henri, Yazir:Where the Mountain Meets Its Shadows: A Conversa-

tion on Memory, Identity, and Fragmented Belonging in Present-Day South Africa. in: Strath,

Bo and Robins, Ron: Homelands: The Politics of Space and the Poetics of Power. Brussels

2003.

15 Grunebaum,Heidi:Memorializing the Past: Everyday Life in South Africa after the Truth and

Reconciliation Commission. New Jersey 2012.

16 Nuttall, Sarah and Coetzee, Carli: Negotiating the Past – The Making of Memory in South

Africa. Cape Town 1998.
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African cities17. Writing about the power of race concepts in the city of

Johannesburg, Achille Mbembe draws a line between the history of their

emergence, and the conceptualisation of the city today.18 Zimtri Erasmus

speaks of the constructed category of the coloured, its imposition on the cat-

egorised subjects, and the restrictions that are forced on coloured identity.19

Harry Garuba delves into the historical articulation of the construct of race

and its survival through the continuation of racial othering, respectively the

construction of “otherness”, as he puts it. He disapproves of the notion that

racism is a phenomenon of the past, just because it is currently generally

seen as a construct and emphasises the “intense racialization of the social

space of daily life in South Africa”.20 Rafael Marks and Marco Bezzoli write

about the privileges of minorities and the exclusions of majorities through

specific business constructions such as private cities. In their structural

analysis, they focus on the private city project of Century City, that was built

between the N1 and Milnerton, a 10 minute drive from Cape Town’s city bowl,

so as to demonstrate how the free market has led to new segregation and

divided spaces embedded in sharp contrasts between the concentration of

poverty on the one hand, and of privileged life on the other.21 J.M. Coetzee

has presented an extensive study of the ways in which the Khoi and the San

were constructed in anthropological writings and letters during the first

decades of the colonisers’ arrival in 1652. With his detailed work, Coetzee

clarifies with which language and concepts the “inferior native” was created

discursively, 22 a discourse that I zoom in onto in the first chapter of this

book, because it will help to understand the rhetoric and metaphors used

to discredit the majority of the South African population as “lazy” and “not

motivated enough to change their lives”.

Several studies reveal the high level of inequality in the South African edu-

cational system.Three of them, conducted by Jeremy Seekings, Justine Burns

17 Shepherd, Nick; Murray, Noeleen and Hall, Martin (eds): Desire Lines: Space, Memory

and Identity in the Post-apartheid City. New York 2007.

18 Nuttal, Sarah and Mbembe, Achille (eds): Johannesburg – The Elusive Metropolis. Johan-

nesburg 2008.

19 Erasmus, Zimitri: Coloured byHistory, Shaped by Space –NewPerspectives on Coloured Iden-

tities in Cape Town. Roggebaai 2001.

20 Garuba, Harry: Race in Africa: Four Epigraphs and a Commentary. New York 2008.

21 Marks, Rafael and Marco Bezzoli: Palaces of Desire – Century City and the Ambiguities of

Development. Dordrecht 2001.

22 Coetzee, J.M.:WhiteWritings – On the Culture of Letters in South Africa. New Haven 1988.
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and Michael Cosser, specifically deal with racial and class discrimination in

the school- and higher educational system.23

A recent study by Lindsay Blair Howe, City-making from the Fringe: Control

and Insurgency in the SouthAfricanHousing Landscape, has substantially helped to

understand national, provincial, and city governments housing policies and

discourse, the further conceptualising of displacement and criminalisation

and its anchoring in the bigger debate on housing.24

After AHistory of Inequality in South Africa, Sampie Terreblanche’s last work

before his death focuses on the politico-economic reasons for the rapid inten-

sification of poverty, unemployment and inequality between 1986 and 2012 in

South Africa. After interviewing Terreblanche in January 2012, his later pub-

lished new book allows for comparison with his statements in that time.25

The killings of the mine workers by the South African police that followed

the platinum miners’ wage strikes in Marikana in the North West province,

created a deep shock that probably shook any romanticising narrative of the

achievements of liberal-democracy after the transformation in South Africa.

Peter Alexander, Thapelo Lekgowa, Botsang Mmope, Luke Sinwell and Bon-

gani Xezwi, were the first to record the workers’ testimonies and to interview

the workers in order to analyse the institutional mechanisms that led to the

massacre.26

To summarise, the above-listed works deal with related topics without

which the perspectives this book undertook would have been impossible.They

range from the discursive power of the colonial archive in the postapartheid;

the relation of race-concepts with social and political exclusion; the produc-

ing of dominant narratives of the past through the Truth and Reconciliation

Commission; the socio-political engineering of the township and of segrega-

tive architecture; the power of race concepts in South African city spaces; the

making of coloured identity and the restrictions that are up until now forced

upon it; the connections between racialised social spaces and their pasts; the

23 Centeno, Miguel Angel and Newman, Katherine S. (eds.): Discrimination in an Unequal

World. New York 2010.

24 Blair Howe, Lindsay: City-making from the Fringe: Control and Insurgency in the South

African Housing Landscape. Zurich 2016.

25 Terreblanche, Sampie:AHistory of Inequality in SouthAfrica. Sandton 2002; Terreblanch,

Sampie: Lost in Transformation. Sandton 2012.

26 Alexander, Peter; Lekgowa, Thapelo; Mmope, Botsang; Sinwell, Luke and Xezwi, Bon-

gani:Marikana – A View from the Mountain and a Case to Answer. Johannesburg 2012.
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role of the free market; the creation of the “inferior native” through anthro-

pological texts, letters, pictures and film material and its inextricable links

to the present; racial and class discrimination in the educational system; and

state violence against mine workers and its meaning in the context of the

postapartheid.

The book

This is not a book that ‘discovers’ or ‘unveils’. Thousands of texts have been

written by South African and other African scholars and writers, thousands

of artworks and poems have been produced on the matter of postapartheid

social inequality and segregation, and most importantly, people affected by

forced evictions and criminalisation practices do not need researchers to

make themselves heard. In all four cases of forced eviction that this book

delves into, residents took their demands and formats of resistance into the

public sphere. Let us be reminded of Jacques Depelchin, when he points out

that, “In the realm of social sciences, so-called discoveries attributed to social

scientists are usually made long after they have been discovered by the people

who have lived through what the researchers study”.27 Thus, this book is

rather an analysis from an internationalist perspective that asks the question

of how silences in politico-economic discourses become produced and what

it is that can be learned from the people who shared their testimonies, and

in a broader sense, from the South African political experience of the past 25

years.

In order to be able to respond to these questions, this book will specif-

ically focus on urban space. Its process of evolution emerged as a challenge

to my own understanding of how urban space can be studied. I had to nego-

tiate a way of accepting my position as a member of the middle class in the

socio-economic structure of Cape Town and Stellenbosch and the privileges

this brings with. I did not live through apartheid nor through the brutal man-

ifestations of colonial and apartheid modes of production still inherent in the

postapartheid. The spaces I inhabited were spaces of tension, contradiction,

pain, struggle and political self-organisation. But the inevitable outsider-po-

sition was a permanent companion that at times I neglected, at times mis-

understood and at times embraced. The fact is, that I would most probably

27 Depelchin, Jacques: Silences in African History. Dar Es Salaam 2005: p.7.
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not have had the opportunity to speak with heads of governments, business

sector figures, and key officials in governmental and semi-governmental in-

stitutions, if I had not made use of this same position that at times irritated

me so much.

The book zooms in on the practice of forced evictions of residents in the

broader Cape Town Metropolitan Area28 and the criminalisation of residents

with low income who live in townships, other working-class areas and infor-

mal settlements. It especially tries to disentangle and deconstruct the discur-

sive and politico-economic practices that make the normalisation of forced

evictions possible. The policies of provincial and city governments and the

interests and exercises of business and security sectors, as well as the repre-

sentation of Urban Development Discourse in local media, form the central

fields of the work.

UrbanDevelopmentDiscourse I define as an umbrella term for dominant

government and business sector discourses on urban planning, on the role

of the market, on the relation of the cities’ inhabitants with the market, on

housing, evictions, and socio-economic exclusion and inclusion.

My questions are, how are postapartheid dominant discourses that

rationalise and justify forced evictions and the rendering as undesirable,

criminalisation and marginalisation of lower-income groups of society con-

structed? I also want to know how the relationships between government

(national/provincial/city) and the business sector are structured and to which

extent forced evictions are systematic. As I understand that forced evictions

are coupled with criminalisation and marginalisation practices that target

people with lower or very low income, I also analyse how the Urban Develop-

ment Discourse frames the rationalisation of ongoing segregated city spaces.

What role do private and public-private security companies play? How are

middle and upper-class suburbs guarded and what are they guarded against?

How are city spaces being narrated and conceptualised? How are laws and by-

laws being used and what connections exist between colonial and apartheid

law, and present-day law?

28 Themetropolitanmunicipality of Cape Town governs over the greater Cape Town area,

which covers an expanse of 2.445 square kilometres. It reaches fromMamre in its north,

to Somerset West in its south-east, to Robben Islands in its west, down to Cape Point

in its most southern point. The City of Cape Town is the official name given to its gov-

erning institution.
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“Low-Income Residents”, “Working Class”, “Lower Class” and “The Peo-

ple”, are the terms that are used to define the people affected by forced evic-

tion and criminalisation. Depending on which term is more explicit for the

specific content I am looking at, each one has its own particular connotations.

“Low-income residents” is a more precise term, when it relates to the struc-

tural analysis of an area/city space, or to a case of forced eviction. “Working

class” or “lower class”, I mostly use when pointing out a criminalisation pro-

cess related to individual subjects on the streets, or their systematic exclusion

from certain city spaces. “The people” is a term that I learned from the people

affected by forced eviction, when they would explain their relation to politi-

cians, business sector representatives, and security companies. “They don’t

care about people”, or, “We are the people of this country”, reoccurred as a self-

description in various conversations. This self-description made me think of

using the term as in the representation of a political subject that is “the peo-

ple”. Sometimes, I use the three terms more interchangeably, favouring the

one over the other depending on which one I deem as closer to the meaning

of the specific content.

My focus on the Western Cape province speaks to its high concentration

of class inequalities and divided urban and rural spaces that are still under-

pinned by race concepts. Although inequality is highly visible all-over South

Africa, the Western Cape comprises a very extreme formation of unequal ac-

cess to a decent life that manifests in its architecture, city spaces, infrastruc-

ture, social life, and socio-economic conditions of people. Visibility and invis-

ibility of different categories of violence alternate in highly raced, gendered,

and classed urban and rural landscapes.

My approach might be genealogical in the Foucauldian sense or following

different methods of Historical Materialism/Marxist Historiography, as

it traces lineages of discourses and studies the ways in which they were

constructed historically and how political powers influenced epistemes and

modes of production whose rationalisation models survived until today. It

confronts conditions of the social and looks at why and in which ways they

have been dehistoricised and depoliticised. At the same time, giving the

approach a title just to be able to categorise it will not necessary help to in-

troduce it. Most important for this work was understanding what Depelchin

conceptualises as paradigmatic silences:

“Whereas it is fairly easy to figure out the contours of paradigms because of

their visibility, it ismuchmore difficult to decidewhat paradigmatic silences
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are…The genealogy of paradigms is easy to map out, but the same cannot

be said of paradigmatic silences.”29 Earlier in his book he explains: “Among

those who have suffered enslavement, colonisation, steady and relentless

economic exploitation, cultural asphyxiation, religious persecution, gender,

race and class discrimination and political repression, silences should be

seen as facts…Silences are facts which have not been accorded the status

of facts.”30

The first chapter concentrates on questions of epistemology, knowledge pro-

duction, archive and method. While rethinking methodology is a key chal-

lenge to this work and will be discussed in this chapter, I will also look at

the extent to which the Urban Development Discourse draws from justifica-

tion and rationalisation models of the colonial project. What metaphors and

rhetoric are being repeated to denounce people affected by forced eviction

and poverty and how does the colonial archive relate to these questions? To

which extent do ideological and conceptual relations exist here between the

criminalisation and marginalisation practices of today and those of the black

subject in the colonial and apartheid past? I also want to know how the archive

itself can be theorised so as to understand its function in discursive practices

of the past and the present.

The second chapter zooms in on four cases of forced evictions in the

broader Cape Town metropolitan area. This journey starts in District Six,

where in 2012, pensioners have been forcibly evicted from a block of houses in

a small part of the district that, during apartheid, had remained untouched

by the Group Areas Act. As all families affected by eviction from formal houses

and structures in the Western Cape, they were offered to move to a so-called

Temporary Relocation Camp (TRC) by the city government, an offer which

theywere able to refuse.Their struggle against the evictions lasted eight years.

The journey continues in Joe Slovo, a section of the Langa township,where,

in 2009, approximately 20,000 people were forcibly evicted to give way for the

so-called N2 Gateway Project, a housing project of the City in which none of

the residents living in that space were considered or included. The N2 is also

the very highway that leads from Cape Town International Airport to the city

centre, whereas Joe Slovo comprised that part of Langa shacks that bordered

on the highway. In light of the Soccer World Cup that was hosted by South

29 Depelchin, Jacques: Silences in African History. Dar Es Salaam 2005: p.10.

30 Ibid.: pp. 3,4.
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Africa in the year after the evictions, court decisions, and the business sector

and government’s aims and strategies have been carefully put into context.

The next eviction case I looked at is Symphony Way, a street in the City

of Delft, where backyarder families31 had occupied social housing units built

by the State, after a mayoral committee member had written open letters,

in which he suggested and guaranteed that he will back the occupation of

houses. The families were evicted from the houses, but before they were

forcibly removed to a TRC in the end of 2009/beginning of 2010, they held

a struggle for two years, in which they lived in tents and semi-structures,

demanding dignified housing for themselves and their children.

The last stop in this journey is two open fields in Mitchell’s Plain, to which

backyarder families had come in May 2011 in order to build structures and

start a community life from scratch. An 18 months-long struggle against their

eviction left them living in tents without any access to water or electricity, a

space that they could not defend. After being evicted over 15 times, the re-

maining families had no choice but to accept their relocation to Blikkiesdorp

by the end of 2012.

In short, here I look at how people being criminalised and marginalised,

and how residents being forcibly evicted from their homes without being of-

fered a dignified alternative to live, define and construct their own subjectivity

and take initiative, but also at how their criminalisation and eviction is being

justified discursively.

The third chapter delves into the discursive practices of the Urban De-

velopment Discourse itself. Politicians speak about their aims and investors

unveil their motivations and how they see inclusion and exclusion and the

people that have no access to their businesses. The People’s Post, a free com-

munity newspaper with different editions for different areas in Cape Town,

as the most accessible weekly local newspaper will be analysed. I want to un-

derstand the arguments that governments, business sector and mainstream

media use and the role they play in the construction of the Urban Develop-

ment Discourse. In this regard, I also zoom in on the security sector, on its

role in guarding specific neighbourhoods against ‘others’, and on its function

as a facilitator of social and spatial division. Hence, I move from the more

specific angle of the criminalisation of residents affected by forced evictions,

to the broader perspective on the criminalisation of people with low income

31 “Backyarders” is the self-description of people who live in backyards of other people’s

houses, mostly within townships, informal settlements and other working-class areas.
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in general and expand the study in that sense. This I do with regards to their

exclusion from certain city spaces and the discursive framings that enable

this exclusion, but also through the lens of the informal trade sector and the

criminalisation of traders. I also examine the politico-economic meanings of

the concept of the by-law itself and their influence on the practice of forced

evictions and criminalisation today. Furthermore, I ask the question: do ideo-

logical and/or conceptual relations exist between forced evictions as politico-

economic practice of the present and forced removals during colonialism and

apartheid? The latter involves removals as part of the implementation of the

Group Areas Act, approved by the apartheid state in 1950.32 The former points

to the very first practice of forced removals that was supported by the Dutch

East India Company, when in a systematic process, European settlers expelled

the Khoikhoi and the San from their areas of living and systematically pushed

them into the Cape interior. Khoikhoi and San people were either indentured

as forced labourers and worked “alongside slaves on the Cape farms”,33 or

were forced to leave, together with their herds and flocks, for the settlers to

be able to build the first farming and cattle frontiers in which settler’s life

could be initiated.34

In the fourth chapter, I will walk, hike, and drive the city of Cape Town

and neighbouring Stellenbosch - two central points of interest in the Western

Cape. The first one, a relatively huge city with various economic interests of

the business sector as well as a reference example of neoliberal policies run by

the political sector; the other, a small university town, - the very place where

apartheid was theorised and its architecture designed35 -surrounded by wine

farms and constantly romanticised by the new narrative of a diverse South

Africa. Movement is the central theme of this chapter. Cape Town and Stel-

lenbosch will be approached from five different physical coordinates. Each

32 Cf. Mare, Gerhard: African Population Relocation in South Africa. Johannesburg 1980;

Platzky, Laurine and Walker, Cherryl: The Surplus People: Forced removals in South Africa.

Johannesburg 1985; Desmond, Cosmas: The Discarded People - An Account of African Re-

settlement in South Africa. Harmondsworth 1971.

33 Worden, Nigel and Crais, Clifton: Breaking the Chains: Slavery and its Legacy in the

Nineteens-Century Cape Colony. Johannesburg 1994: p.122.

34 Elphick; Richard: Kraal and Castle – Khoikhoi and the Founding of White South Africa. New

Haven and London 1977: p.217.

35 Cf. Roth,Mia: The Rhetorical Origins of Apartheid–How theDebates of theNatives Represen-

tative Council, 1937-1950, Shaped South African Racial Policy. Jefferson 2016: p.48; Coetzer,

Nicolas: Building Apartheid: On Architecture and Order in Imperial Cape Town. New York

2016: 61,67-68.
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coordinate opens a new angle and perspective on inclusion and exclusion, on

the historical meanings of the sites themselves, and on segregated city spaces

that seem so insurmountable in the present-day setting of city, its suburbs,

townships and informal settlements.

The fifth chapter will look at artworks that respond to the practices of

forced eviction, exclusion and criminalisation. I read the works as the build-

ing of counter-archives that are created to prevent the dominant discourse

from swallowing all memories and narratives that explain what is happening

to the people affected. This might mean that critical art is set as in rebellion

and not as an independent entity that can be read outside the formation of

discourse and anti-discourse. My argument is that the creation of a third dis-

cursive place clear of the effects of social, political, and economic violence is

impossible in the world’s current social and politico-economic condition. Fol-

lowing this logic, I will concentrate on one of Xcollektiv’s36 public art works;

on one of Donovan Ward’s artistic productions; Ayesha Price’s work against

the building of a shopping mall in historical Princess Vlei; and Steven Cohen’s

art intervention in the middle of a forced eviction in Johannesburg.

To find answers to my questions, I have held conversations with peo-

ple affected by forced evictions, conducted interviews and held conversations

with functionaries in provincial and city governments, in related institutions,

as well as in the business sector; held conversations with artists whose art

works speak about forced eviction and criminalisation and have analysed their

art works; conversations with informal traders; conversations with security

guards that are employed in the public-private security sector; have analysed

urban planning schemes, access and non-access to city spaces, law, infras-

tructure, government and business plans, and processes of forced evictions;

discourse analysis that looks at statements of governments and business sec-

tor - made in our conversations or press statements-, and articles in local

media; and a discussion on the role of archive, epistemology, and method.

Since the massacre of the workers in Marikana in August 2012,many of us

are haunted every day by the images of the dead. I hope that the on the 22nd of

September 2017 people who were shot and beaten to death by the Red Ant Se-

curity Relocation & Eviction Services in the Lenasia-South land occupation in

36 The Xcollektiv is a group of artists and writers that challenge the urban development

plans of the City of Cape Town and actively oppose spatial segregation through inter-

ventionist art on the streets. (read further in chapter five).
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Johannesburg,37 the murdered members of the Abahlali baseMjondolo shack

dwellers movement in KwaZulu Natal province,38 and all the other people shot

dead in protests, or assassinated elsewhere, will infiltrate our everyday lives

not only as reminders of present-day political violence, but also as an appeal

to the future. My friend Mohammad Shabangu who recently handed in his

doctoral thesis at the English department of the University of Stellenbosch39

once said, “Maybe we have to kill the idea of hope to be able to start from

anew. Maybe we have to say, ‘people, let us stop hoping’, as hope has made

us passive beings within the violence of the everyday.”40 Being haunted by the

dead also means that many have not become used to living with catastrophes,

against which writing has remained a tool to disrupt the normalisation of po-

litical murder, death under custody, people shot in protests, and massacre. I

will leave it to the readers to judge howmuch this book was able to contribute

to this task.

37 Khubeka, Thando: Paul Mashatile ‘Shocked’ by Deadly Land Clashes in Lenasia. Eyewitness

article. September 23, 2017.

38 See chapter five.

39 Shabangu, Mohammad: Globality: The Double Mind of African Migrant Writing. Stellen-

bosch University. September 2017.

40 Conversation with Mohammad Shabangu, July 14, 2017.




